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Abstract: The Natural Language Group is developing a multi-language version of Columbia Newsblaster, a program that
generates summaries of news articles collected from web sites.  Newsblaster currently processes articles in Arabic, Japanese,
Portuguese, Spanish, and Russian, as well as English. This report outlines the Russian language processing software,
focusing on machine translation and document clustering. Russian-English clustering results are analyzed and indicate
encouraging inter-language and intra-language performance.
INTRODUCTION
The Natural Language Group is developing a multi-
language version of Columbia Newsblaster [1], a
utility that generates summaries of news articles
collected from web sites.  The system facilitates
online news browsing by topically clustering the
articles and providing links to the originals.
Consequently, a very large number of news stories
from diverse sites can be reviewed in a short time. 
Newsblaster currently processes articles in Arabic,
Japanese, Portuguese, Spanish, and Russian, as
well as English. This report outlines the Russian
language processing software, focusing on machine
translation and document clustering. Russian-
English clustering results are analyzed and indicate
encouraging inter-language and intra-language
performance.







• web page generation.
During the crawling phase, Newsblaster collects
web page contents from news sites visited and
stores the information in a ‘zeep’ database.
In the article extraction phase, Newsblaster
discriminates real articles from unwanted verbiage
using a machine learning algorithm. Unwanted
information comprises HTML directives, lists of
links, and advertisements.
The clustering phase endeavors to group together
articles that are topically related. The articles are
grouped into ‘superclusters’ and ‘subclusters’ for
hierarchical access.
During the summarization phase, automatic textual
summaries are produced for each cluster and
article.
In the classification phase clusters and articles are
classified and grouped into specified categories.
The web page generation phase organizes and
displays this hierarchically organized information
in an easily browsable format.
Multilingual Newsblaster
Previously, Newsblaster only processed articles
written in English and encoded in ISO-8859-1 or
UTF encodings. In addition, its clustering and
summarization software processed the articles
assuming English language grammar and word
distributions. Consequently, a number of changes
were necessary for accommodating Russian
language articles. These changes included:
• accommodating Cyrillic encodings          
                 (windows-1251, KOI-18-R, and KOI-      
                 18U)
• training ArticleExtractor to                      
                discriminate real Russian articles
• translating Russian articles into English
The requisite Cyrillic encoding handlers were
incorporated and allowed Newsblaster to collect
and extract articles from virtually any Russian web
site. The author then trained Newsblaster’s Article
Extraction module on a corpus of 112 Russian
news articles with a precision of 90.588% and a
recall of 95.06%. Both the encoding changes and
article extraction performance are described in
Klavans and Evans [2]. The current  report focuses
on the Russian translation- and Russian-English
clustering aspects of the new system.
The next section provides a brief description of the
challenges involved in multilingual clustering and
efficient machine translation of Russian articles. It
also provides an introduction to the Russian
language, its relation to other Indo-European
languages, its grammar and structure. The study
then discusses current Russian-English clustering
performance including initial assumptions,
evaluation criteria, and detailed procedure. The
Results section presents detailed (cluster and
supercluster) performance as well as summary
statistics. We end this report with a discussion of
the experimental results and suggestions for future
research.
BACKGROUND
Newsblaster’s document clustering system
(Hatzivassiloglou et al., 2000) employs a machine
learning algorithm and  has been trained on a large
corpus of English articles. Rather than train the
system in other languages, our approach is to
translate the non-English language articles into
English, then cluster all articles using the current
clustering system, already trained in English. This
allows multilingual document clustering without an
additional inter-language clustering step.
While a highly accurate machine translation might
seem the best approach, experience has shown this
to be excessively slow for the volume of articles
crawled. Instead, a simpler, dictionary-based 
Russian translation system is being employed.
Because Russian is a highly inflected language,
with a multiplicity of forms for cases and tenses,
most words in an article will not automatically
match those in a given glossary. In addition, there
is appreciable ‘intersection’ amongst word forms
arising from the inflections. Consequently,
considerable effort was taken to match a given
word form to the most probable glossary
translation. If the simple glossing system proves
adequate as a pre-clustering step, only those
articles actually clustered will be precisely
translated. 
The remainder of this section provides an
introduction to the Russian language, the design of
the Russian machine translator, and a description
of clustering experiments performed.
Russian Language
Russian, a member of the Slavic family of Indo-
European group, is the native language of
167,000,000 people world-wide [4].  It is closely
related to other Slavic languages including the
West Slavic languages Polish, Czech, and Slovak,
the East Slavic languages including Ukrainian and
Byelorussian, and the South Slavic languages
Serbian, Croatian, Slovenian, and Bulgarian.
Linguists regard the Slavic family closely related to
the Baltic family (Latvian and Lithuanian) but do
not agree on whether this is due to a common
Proto-Slavic-Baltic origin or simply due to sharing
and close geographic proximity [5]. Likewise, the
Slavic family bears a closer relationship to the
Germanic family than to the other Indo-European
families such as the Italic or Indo-Iranian families
[5]. A rule of thumb for identifying Indo-European
languages is testing whether their words for
numbers, the verb “to be”, or words for family
members closely resemble equivalent words in
other Indo-European languages. References [5] and
[13] reveal Russian’s obvious relation to other
Indo-European languages via words for numbers
and forms of the verb “to be”, respectively.
Russian, like its Slavic sisters, is highly inflected
and exhibits distinct word forms for nouns,
pronouns, and adjectives according to case, gender,
and number and distinct forms for person, number,
tense, aspect, and mood of verbs. Russian nouns,
pronouns, and adjectives fall into six cases as
follows:
• nominative (subjects of sentences,           
                 predicate nominatives) 
• genitive (indicates possession, close        
                 relationship, object of  certain                 
                 prepositions and  verbs)
• dative  (indirect objects, objects of           
                 certain prepositions)
• accusative  (direct objects, objects of       
                 certain prepositions)
• instrumental (indicates instrument or       
                 agent, object of certain prepositions)
• locative (object of certain prepositions,   
                 especially indicating ‘place at which’)
Russian nouns occasionally exhibit a secondary
genitive (partitive genitive) and a secondary
locative. Russian verbs provide a full complement
of forms for present-, past-, and future tenses, for
both imperfective- and perfective aspects. Unlike
English, Russian aspect is embodied in special
verb forms and does not require helping verbs such
as “have” or “has”. Russian is also characterized by
its essential lack of articles, which is in sharp
contrast to Spanish and Portuguese or even
English.
Russian is a rather musical language and is replete
with single-vowel endings for noun cases and
double-vowel endings for adjectives. This feature
together with the various other inflections give
Russian its characteristic rhythm and reaches a
pinnacle of beauty in Russian poetry of Pushkin,
and the prosody of Dostoevsky, Tolstoy, Turgenev,
and Gogol.
Russian Translation System
The comparative richness of word forms also
complicates machine translation. Consequently, the
probability of a given word form matching the
'base' form is much smaller than in English, which
has almost no inflection to speak of. We therefore
needed an approach to deal with Russian
inflections, while not going to the extreme of a
full-blown translation. 
A 'dictionary based' approach was taken, modified
to mitigate the multi-wordform problem. In fact,
the system  uses five dictionaries/glossaries as
follows:
1. 1800 Most Frequent Russian Word        
                  Forms (Inflected Forms)
2. 5000 Most Frequent Russian Words      
       (Base Forms)
3.  398 Russian Place Names Glossary       
              (Base Forms)
4.  988 Russian Personal Names Glossary  
              (Base Forms)
5. 150,000 Entry Russian Dictionary         
      (Base Forms)
The first dictionary [7] should match the majority
of written Russian words exactly without the need
for stemming. Consequently, this dictionary is
consulted first for efficiency. Since many of the
most frequent words are small, this prevents them
from confounding stem-based matching logic that
follows. 
The second dictionary [8] is meant to catch
significantly more commonly written words. Since
part of speech information was present, the
dictionary entries were stemmed ahead of time. A
candidate word then matches the entry if it starts
with the stem.
The Russian Place Names Glossary [9] is a
compendium of about 400 place names gleaned
from web searches. Place names were singled out
because they are important article subject
discriminants. 
The Russian Personal Names Glossary [10], [11]
was likewise compiled from web-based searches
and provides both native Russian names and
Russian equivalents of non-Russian names.
Personal names are important article subject
discriminants
The large Russian dictionary [12] is very
comprehensive and typically catches any words
missed by the first four dictionaries. It is placed
last for efficiency.
The dictionaries are pre-sorted and loaded into
memory at program initialization. Since the large
dictionary had no POS information, no attempt was
made to POS tag the input articles. 
The program loops through every article word
performing the following checks: 
- is the word is a number or numerical date? 
- does the word match one of the 1800 most             
   frequent Russian word forms (these include          
   exact inflections)? 
- does the word match one of the 5000 most             
 frequent Russian words (base form)? 
- is the word a Place Name? 
- is the word one of the most frequent Personal        
   Names? 
- does the word match one of the 150,000 words      
   in the large Russian dictionary? 
- if the word matches no dictionary entry,                 
transliterate it.
For dictionaries 3, 4, and 5 we needed to perform
'naive stemming', in order to match the various
possible inflected word forms. This was done as
follows: 
- try to match the current word form exactly to the     dictionary word 
 - try to match n-1 characters of the current word        to the dictionary word 
- try to match n-2 characters of the current word        to the dictionary word 
- try to match n-3 characters of the current word        to the dictionary word 
- try to match the current word to the first m-1           characters of the dictionary word 
- try to match n-1 characters of the current word        to to the first m-1 characters of the dictionary          word 
- try to match n-2 characters of the current word        to the first m-1 characters of the dictionary         word 
- try to match n-3 characters of the current word         to the first m-1 characters of the dictionary          words        
where n = length of the current article word 
          m = length of the dictionary word 
The above algorithm matches the idiosyncracies of
the Russian inflections as follows: 
- Most singular nouns have 1-character      
  endings (except 0 for masc.            
nominative,  2 for instrumentals) 
- Most plural nouns have 2 -character         
                endings (except 1 for nominative, 3 for     
                instrumental) 
- Most adjectives have 2-character              
endings (except 3 for masc/neut.      
genitive and dative singular, 3 for      
instrumental pl.) 
- Most present/perfective verbs have           
  double endings (except singular and         
  2nd pers. plural). 
ARTICLE CLUSTERING
As noted in the previous section we have elected to
translate foreign articles into English, then run the
current clustering system on the resultant article
set. This makes best use of the extensive training
/testing already done and eliminates the need for an
extra inter-language clustering step. This approach
must be experimentally verified using real datasets.
Consequently, a series of experiments have been
designed and run for that purpose.
A full description of the experimental approach,




A series of experiments were run to determine
clustering performance over a multilingual corpus
of 880 articles. The input consisted of 226 English
language articles, and 554 Russian language
articles. The articles were obtained by running the
(multilingual upgraded) Crawler and
ArticleExtractor components of  Newsblaster over
the sites www.cnn.com,  www.izvestia.com, and
www.mn.com on March 25, 2003. 
In experiments 1-4, and 6, the Russian articles
were word-for-word translated using the glossing
system described above. In experiment 5, the
articles were translated using  SYSTRAN’s full-
featured translation system (access provided by
Babelfish). 
 After performing experiments 1-4, the author
inspected the translation output and tried to
identify the failure mode(s) in the clustering
performance using the Russian word-for-word
translator It turned out that a 4% error rate was
traceable to two factors:
- ‘small' words miscorrelating with             
               larger ones
- Proper names not in the database             
               mistranslated to other words 
(Of course other inadequacies contribute to a
higher overall error rate, but some of those have
little effect on clustering.) 
All the mistranslated words were red-lined, then
located them in the original Russian. Often the
same words popped up again and again. Next,  the
mistranslated words added either to the 'simple
Russian wordform list', whose words are checked
first for an exact match or to the 'Russian Place
Names List' or 'Russian Names List', whose words
are checked next. This approach intercepts the red
herrings by translating them correctly before they
can miscorrelate in the naive stemming logic that
follows, and effectively 'trains' the glossing system.
The articles were clustered by executing the current
clustering software on the resultant article set. The
clustering program organizes the articles into
superclusters and subclusters, which are listed in
the output file, cluster_output.txt. The author then
evaluated the quality of the output clusters by
reading the articles in their respective source
languages and manually categorizing them.
Newsblaster team members previously noted that
articles from the same language tended to cluster
more than articles from different languages. We
therefore attempted to pre-compensate for the
'translation barrier' by amplifying the most salient
words from the articles (e.g. proper nouns). Since
proper nouns such as place names and personal
names require little or no word sense
disambiguation, the Russian word-for-word
translator should translate these items best. 
The following clustering tests were performed to
determine performance over a variety of settings:
1. Original Article Set   
2. Russian proper nouns repeated twice,    
                  CNN articles unchanged
3. Russian proper nouns repeated thrice,    
                  CNN articles unchanged
4. Russian- and CNN proper nouns            
                  repeated twice
5. Russian Articles Translated by               
                  Babelfish
6. Articles Translated by Newly-Trained
    Word-for-Word Translator
Experiment 1 - Untrained Baseline
The baseline (non-amplified) clustering results
were inspected in detail. In nearly all cases the
multi-language clusters collected articles that were
very closely related. 
Experiments 2-4 - Salience Amplification
In all three amplified cases clustering performance
was considerably worse than the unadulterated
(baseline) run. The negative results may be, in part,
due to the large (x2, and x3) amplification factors
implemented. It may turn out that more subtle
adjustment of weights could yield a better result. 
Experiment 5 - Babelfish Translation
In Experiment 5 the Babelfish online translation
system that is based on SYSTRAN was used to
translate the Russian articles. The Babelfish
translation system provides a full-featured article
translation complete with word-sense
disambiguation and proper grammatical constructs.
Clustering results using the Babelfish translator
should provide a standard for evaluating the
dictionary-based approach. 
After the original Russian articles (from the March
25, 2003 corpus) were translated using Babelfish,
the author ran clustering over the resultant set. 
Every article in every multilingual cluster was
inspected in detail and evaluated for quality and
quantity. 
Experiment 6 - Trained Baseline
As described above, manual analysis of word-for-
word translation errors provided feedback for
upgrading the input dictionaries. The resulting
article set was clustered and showed significantly
better performance than before, albeit not as good
as the Babelfish approach.
Results Summary
The results of the tests appear in Appendix A,
Experimental Results. Each table summarizes the
clustering results for each experiment. Each cluster
is characterized by its supercluster ID, the number
of English (CNN) articles in the cluster, the
number of Russian articles in the cluster, a
description of the subjects/topics appearing in the
articles, and a 'grade' for the quality of the
supercluster. 
 Results using Babelfish translation appear in
Table A-5 wherein clusters  identified by both
systems are highlighted in red, while monolingual
subclusters identical for each system are
highlighted in green. 
Results indicate:
1. 20 multilingual clusters identified when using     
    Babelfish vs. 7 using the untrained dictionary-     
    based translator and 12 for the trained                  
    dictionary-based translator
2. 79 CNN and 68 Russian articles appear in           
     multilingual clusters using Babelfish vs. 24        
    CNN and 31 Russian articles using the 
    untrained dictionary- based translator and 43       
    CNN and 43 Russian articles using the trained    
    dictionary-based translator
3. Mono-lingual clustering performance is almost    
    identical for both translation approaches. 
4. The clusters identified using the dictionary-         
    based approach are of high quality as are those    
    using Babelfish. 
5. The problem with the dictionary-based                 
    performance is one of omission of multilingual    
    clusters, not of producing 'bad clusters'. 
6.  Using the trained dictionary-based translator,      
     clustering performance was significantly             
     better than before, albeit not as good as the         
     Babelfish approach.  
A top-level summary of experimental results
appears in Table I. This table lists each experiment
by number, the total number of multilingual
clusters identified, and the percentage of good
clusters produced.
The monolingual clustering performance validates
D. Evan’s original premise that word-for-word
translation is quite adequate for clustering articles.
The degradation of multilingual performance was
indeed partially alleviated  by expanding the
dictionaries of proper nouns and by moving
previously miscorrelated words into the first
dictionary. It is not expected that any dictionary-
based approach would fully match Babelfish-based
performance, though.
Table I.  Summary Results - Multilingual Clustering Experiments
Experiment # Description # Multilingual Clusters % Good Clusters
1 Untrained Word-for-Word Translation 7 100
2 Russian Words Repeated Twice 9 67
3 Russian Words Repeated Thrice 10 27
4 Russian and English Words Repeated Twice 14 33
5 Babelfish Translation 20 85
6 Trained Word-for-Word Translation 12 92
DISCUSSION AND SUGGESTIONS FOR
FURTHER STUDY
Newsblaster Clustering Performance
Early clustering experiments confirm that
Newsblaster can successfully cluster articles from
diverse languages, provided the foreign articles are
first translated into English. Detailed inspection of 
each multilingual Russian/English cluster indicate
the member documents are very closely related.
Monolingual clustering performance was excellent
as well. We observed  that the great majority of
clusters were monolingual. This is, in part, because
most local- and regional news stories pertain to the
host country. It may also indicate a ‘translation
barrier’ caused by the simplistic word-for-word
translation method employed.
 Clustering performance using a commercial-grade
translation system was clearly superior to that
using a dictionary-based translation. The Babelfish
translation, however, took 2 hours to complete vs.
15 minutes for the dictionary-based system. The
8X speed improvement indicates the dictionary-
based system would yield ~5 times the number of
multilingual clusters for a given time span, even
though a number of high-quality clusters would be
missed.
Linguistic Radars and Document Interferometry
There is a parallelism between the world of
document queries and that of radars. Radar is a
form of electromagnetic echo location wherein an
RF pulse is emitted, impinges on material objects,
and is reflected back to the radar receiver. The
returned signal strength is inversely proportional to
the distance (to the fourth power) to the target and
directly proportional to the transmitted power and
to the target’s radar cross section. A document
query system emits a document query (pulse),
which impinges on documents (targets), and
returns documents whose degree of matching
(signal strength) exceeds a threshold.
Unlike current query systems, reflected radar
pulses are generally out of phase with the
transmitted pulse. Pulse detection is done by
correlating the input signal with a replica and
digitizing the result. If only one replica were used,
the detected signal strength would be a function of
the relative phase. Consequently, real radar systems
employ two pulse replicas (I and Q), which are 90
degrees out of phase. Portions of the signal not
recovered by one replica will be retrieved by
correlation with the other.
Surprisingly, words too, exhibit phase - A typical
language has on the order of 100,000 words. While
subsets of these words are conceptually distinct,
many words differ only in shades of meaning or
degree. We can therefore represent a given word by
a base word and a percentage of the ‘distance’ to
its antonym. For example consider the sequence:
exuberant joyous happy indifferent sad dejected devastated
Each member of the set could be represented as
(exuberant, phase) where phase = 0.0 for
“exuberant” and 180 for “devastated”.  Of course
not all word sets are bipolar, so the ultimate
representation for many word groups would
employ di-hedral or even multihedral phases. The
human mind cannot generally deal with more than
seven objects at a time - consequently, there should
be few word groups having more than 3 or 4 poles.
Employing a word-base-vector/phase model could
vastly reduce the size of the ‘word bags’ used for
document clustering (and queries) and hence
improve performance. It also paves the way for
‘coherent document processing’, including looking
at the constructive and destructive superposition of
document pairs and document sets.
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Table A-1.  English-Russian Clustering Performance - Baseline (Unmodified) Articles
Cluster # # CNN Articles # Russian Articles Topics Quality
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Table A-2.  English-Russian Clustering Performance - Russian Proper Names Amplified x 2
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Table A-3.  English-Russian Clustering Performance - Russian Proper Names Amplified x 3
Cluster # # CNN Articles # Russian Articles Topics Quality
8 2 1 CNN: Missing British
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Table A-4.  English-Russian Clustering Performance - Russian Proper Names Amplified x 2 and CNN Proper Names
Amplified x 2
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Table A-5. English-Russian Clustering Performance - Articles Translated by Babelfish
Cluster # # CNN Articles # Russian Articles Topics Quality
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mass destruction, Iraqi
TV propaganda, battle for
Baghdad
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75 1 1 CNN: Monical Lewinsky
selected by Fox network
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note: Clusters in RED appear both in runs using Babelfish translation and dictionary-based
          translations
          Numbers in GREEN indicate monolingual clusters are the same for both runs
          Numbers in parentheses indicate number of discrepancies in monolingual clusters, 
          otherwise the same for both runs.
Table A-6. English-Russian Clustering Performance - Word-for-Word After Training
Cluster # # CNN Articles # Russian Articles Topics Quality
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Russia’s lack of support, 
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over its continuous
military aid to Iraq.
Russian: Iraq-Bin Laden
connection, War in Iraq,
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Russian tax policy, war
in Iraq, Blair opinions on
war, British opposition to
war
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86 8 2 Computer viruses, SARS
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A *
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note: Clusters in BLUE appear both in runs using the trained dictionary-based
          translation and Babelfish translation 
          Numbers in GREEN indicate monolingual clusters are the same for both runs
          Numbers in parentheses indicate number of discrepancies in monolingual clusters, 
          otherwise the same for both runs
